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Needle insertion is a common medical task. Certain procedures such as brachytherapy, biopsies or punctures of 

pericardial effusions require the insertion of comparably thick needles (Ø 1 mm) into human tissue. A large risk 

of additional tissue damaging exists because of the needle size. Additionally, the needle compresses and 

displaces tissue adjacent to the cutting site, which hinders the comparison with pre-operative imaging and, 

therefore, exact needle placement. 

Approaches such as haptic feedback in training scenarios or as an assistive mean during an intervention are 

investigated in order to minimize tissue damage and unwanted puncture of valuable structures. Integration of 

additional sensors (such as optical coherence tomography equipment integrated in the needle tip) is researched to 

improve position accuracy. A pre-requirement for these techniques are accurate force measurements of the 

interaction forces at the needle tip. 

In this work we present a force sensor that can be integrated in a needle tip with a diameter of 1.2 mm and a 

minimum length of 7 mm. It is manufactured by the conjunction of two half-shells, which are equipped with a 

specially designed semi-conductor strain gauge (gain factor k ≈ 40). The application of the strain gauges to the 

unconnected half-shells is alleviated because of the good accessibility of the planar application surface. The 

strain gauge compromises a full-bridge-circuit in an area of 0.5 × 0.5 mm² and thus an decreased sensitivity to 

temperature influences. Electrical connection is made by a flexible PCB that is connected to the strain gauge 

before mechanical bonding with cyanacrylate adhesive. The PCB is integrated in the needle for connection to 

DAQ equipment. The force sensor has a nominal range of 10 N and exhibits a sensitivity of 3.2 mV/V/N, thus, 

lowering the requirements on the sensor electronics. Torque measurement is possible by usage of a different 

strain gauge design.  
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The success of minimally invasive procedures under MR-guidance can be increased by the knowledge of the 

current needle pose, i.e. spatial needle tip location and needle orientation. For determination of needle tip 

location several measurement instrument, k-space receive data, and image data based methods have been 

reported. In addition, the needle orientation can be measured with additional instruments in principle. To avoid 

such instrumentation for k-space receive and image data based approaches, an indirect determination of 

orientation parameters in spherical angle coordinates, seems to be possible based on the geometry of the needle’s 

MR-image artifacts. MR-images were simulated for a copper needle of 0.95 mm diameter in a copper sulfate 

medium for all pairs of 36 discrete azimuth and 15 discrete polar angles with Jülich Extensible MRI Simulator-

software (JEMRIS). After MR-image binarization, the cross sectional geometry of such simulated artifacts 

resembled a four-leave clover. It’s outer contour was modeled by two ellipses having 5 parameters (major and 

minor semi-axes, horizontal and vertical centre point coordinates, orientation angle relative to image’s horizontal 

coordinate axis) each. Such ellipses have approximately horizontal and vertical major half axes. The parameters 

of the “vertical ellipse” motivated a product of two trigonometric function angular constants as a mathematical 

model mapping spherical angle coordinates (input variables) to major semi axis and orientation angle (simulated 

output variables). The model’s parameters were identified by minimizing the 90%-quantile error of simulated – 

model parameters over all 540 input angle pairs. The 90%-quantile errors of output variables are < 5% of the 

respective simulated parameters. The inverse mathematical model is assumed to be useful to estimate the needle 

orientation from measured needle artifacts solely. It then allows to determine the needle pose by exploitation of 

k-space receive or image data and avoids additional measurement instrumentation. 
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The Vero-SBRT system (Brainlab, Feldkirchen, Germany) is able to perform dynamic tracking (DT) to treat 

patients with intra-fractionally moving tumours. This system determines the tumour position by gold markers 

implanted near the target volume. The location of these markers is automatically monitored by regular kV X-ray 

imaging. Additionally, external IR-markers are applied on the patient’s surface which are used to build up a 

correlation model between the external and internal motion. This model is trained at the beginning of every 

treatment fraction over several breathing cycles during which kV images are taken at 3 fps. To verify the validity 

of the model during treatment, a kV image is taken every second and the distance between measured and 

predicted marker position is calculated. If the deviation regularly exceeds a threshold of 3mm the model must be 

rebuild. We examined the data of the Vero system for 5 liver tumour patients treated with DT and found that on 

average the model was rebuild 2.9 times per fraction. To determine the severity of the changes in the model over 

the entire treatment we recalculated the correlation models of every fraction after shifting the underlying IR-

marker data to a common baseline. This shift is necessary to cope with possible changes in the positioning of the 

IR-markers on the patients surface which leads to different absolute positions within the corresponding 

coordinate system. After this recalculation all models were applied on the same IR data set and the changes in 

the predicted marker positions were examined. The results of this study show that the correlation between 

external and internal markers implanted in the liver changes significantly over the period of the treatment 

(deviations from 4 to 20mm in every spatial direction). It can be concluded that DT should be based on internal 

markers and questions the viability using of external surrogates, which rely on constant correlations. 
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Using microvascular fibula transplants for mandible and condyle reconstruction is a common, yet challenging 

approach in craniomaxillofacial tumor surgery. In cooperation with clinicians we are developing an 

electromagnetic (EM) navigation system for mandibular reconstructions to simplify the surgical procedure and to 

improve the clinical outcome. An important step is the evaluation of clinically applicable methods for fibula flap 

registration, which is presented in this work. 

3-D printouts of fibula segments (from CT data) are manufactured with artificial landmarks (ALs). An EM 

tracking system (NDI-Aurora-V2) is used for data acquisition. To realize a freehand registration procedure, a 

custom-made 6-DoF reference sensor is directly attached to the fibula printout. Sample points are captured on 

the intraoperatively accessible fibula surface with a tracking pointer. The whole scanning procedures are 

supported stepwise by a wizard-guided software. Surface registration (ALs excluded) is performed with an 

adapted ICP (Iterative-Closest-Point) algorithm which incorporates a priori knowledge (PCA, feature extraction) 

about the scanning procedure for proper initialization.  

36 surface phantom scans with 220-2450 sample points were evaluated. Average duration of surface recordings 

took 54.3 [±11.6] seconds. Validation of registration quality was performed by calculating the target registration 

error (TRE) of ALs. There were only weak correlation between TRE and number of sample points. Our adapted 

ICP approach reduced the average TRE from 6.2mm to 1.55mm. This wizard-guided approach was highly 

recommended by the surgeons during first clinical trials. 

Our approach reveals clinically acceptable values and paves the way for a precise EM-based real-time tracking 

of fibula segments. Nevertheless, clinical application of scanning fibula surfaces is hampered by smaller 

unevenness caused by sporadic muscle tissue and tendons. This might be prevented by optimizing the pointer 

design. An additional button for interactions to take full control of the registration workflow would be useful as 

well. 
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The therapy and local control of bone metastasis in late stage cancer disease is challenging, especially spine 

metastasis can reduce quality of life by severe pain and neurological symptoms like paraplegia. In an 

interdisciplinary team we have established a minimal-invasive, image guided local therapy of spine metastasis 

using thermoablation. Procedures are performed in an angio suite in general anesthesia. Using a multipolar 

thermoablation system large tumor volumes can be treated successfully with a minimal-invasive access with 

only 1 to 3 bipolar electrodes. While therapy planning is based on MR scans acquired before, needle guidance 

during the placement of the electrodes is performed with the help of 3D CT data sets acquired by rotational runs 

of the angio system and additional fluoroscopy. For optimal control during the access and reduction of x-ray 

dose exposition a navigation system is used additionally. The achieved tumor necrosis by thermoablation is 

documented by post procedural MR scans and during follow up. We have treated so far 107 tumors in 90 

patients and can report a high technical success rate and only one severe complication. Small metastasis can be 

cured and local control of larger metastasis for months is possible by an one time treatment, leading to 

immediate pain reduction and improvement of quality of life. For further improvement of the method our 

interdisciplinary team has a research focus on nearly all aspects of the procedure: image fusion of pre-procedural 

MRT and CT, acquired during treatment, simulation of heat distribution by individual patient data for optimal 

tumor control, detection and correction of patient movement for example by breathing during the procedure, use 

of a robot to achieve maximal accuracy and safety during needle placement. We will present our clinical results 

and can give a precise description of the technical requirements for an optimized, minimal-invasive treatment 

system. 
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One of the essential success factors for drug-based therapy, is the entering of therapeutic active substances into 

the cells. This holds for chemotherapeutics as well as for genes; first will lead to death of cells, while second is 

intended to modify the cell expression, enabling a gene therapeutic effect. In this work, we present electrospray 

as versatile tool to deliver liquid therapeutics for physical targeted chemo- and gene therapy. 

Electrospray is based on Coulomb repulsion, generated through electrical fields. It enables a liquid to disperse 

into an aerosol. Additionally the electrical field will accelerate created droplets towards tissue to be treated. This 

configuration is realized in our electrospray instrument, consisting of a stainless steel capillary, providing the 

liquid therapeutics, and connected to high voltage. The outlet of the capillary is placed within a well-defined 

working distance from the targeted region, connected to ground, and acting as counter electrode. Both electrical 

connections are placed within a single housing at the tip of our instrument, assuring a setup as a bipolar single 

port instrument. The current rigid device is designed with an outer diameter of 10 mm, working distances 

adjustable (1 to 10 mm), providing an acceleration voltage up to 6 kV and enabling a volume flow more than 20 

µl/min.  

To demonstrate the versatility of our concept, two application scenarios were investigated:  

First electrospray mediated transfection of plasmid, using eGFP reporter gene on alveolar epithelial cells (A549) 

in vitro and evaluating transfection efficiency (FACS). A set of optimized parameters like working distance (4 

mm), applied voltage (3 kV), flow rate (20 µl/min), delivered volume (75 µl), and procedure (3 x 25 µl) was 

obtained, resulting in a transfection efficiency up to (58.6±2.6)% using eGFP diluted in sucrose solution (370 

mOsm; 75 µl).  

Second, the electrospray mediated delivery of chemotherapeutics for cancer treatment. The effect of two times 

within 7 days electrospray mediated delivery of Cisplatin and Methotrexate on the growth of a subcutaneous 

lewis lung carcinoma in a mouse model in vivo was observed. Applying identical parameters the tumor size 

growth was retarded to (43±16) mm3 for Cisplatin and (22±12) mm3 for Methotrexate, while control tumor 

obtained a volume of (514±104) mm3. 

In conclusion, we successfully demonstrated the applicability and performance of our electrospray device, for 

gene therapy in vitro, and for cancer therapy in vivo, providing promising results, which indicate the versatility 

of electrospray instrument.   
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Endoscopy is widely used for medical diagnosis and therapy. There are many systems on the market that 

typically include the endoscope, camera module, video processor, storage module and light source. Standard for 

endoscopic imaging is HD image quality. High end systems even offer 4K resolution. The cost for a HD 

endoscopic system is approximately 80.000 Euro. The systems are mostly installed on heavy carts with a large 

footprint. Some mobile applications based on smartphones are already known (e.g. CLEARSCOPE, endoscope-

i), which can be adapted to almost every smartphone. For magnification of the image on the screen a 

microscopic lens system is installed between the smartphone and endoscope. This leads to a rather long and 

cumbersome setup.  

Nowadays smartphones with high resolution cameras (23 Mpx) and 4K displays are available. We developed a 

mobile endoscopic system based on a Sony Z5 premium smartphone in an easy to use and small setup 

(SMARTSCOPE) and compared the image quality to a standard medical endoscopic system.  

The smartphone was equipped with a usual cover and a snap mount for endoscopic eyepieces. For illumination a 

Fenix LD02 led lamp (100 Lumen max.) was selected. An adapter for connection to the endoscopes light input 

was designed. The whole endoscopic system can be assembled in a few seconds.  

Three special phantoms including colour fields and stripe patterns were designed. Images were acquired with the 

SMARTSCOPE and an Olympus EVIS EXERA III system for comparison of resolution and colour 

reproduction. Image analysis was performed in ImageJ. The SMARTSCOPE offers nearly the same resolution 

but the illumination is worse. SMARTSCOPE allows easy video acquisition and data sharing. The setup is 

beneficial for mobile applications, when fast imaging is acquired or for third world use. 

  

 


